2018 North Carolina City Dart League (NCCDL)
TIME TO TURN IN SCHEDULE CONFLICTS FOR 2019
As always, the schedule of play for 2019 will require a bit of planning due to the somewhat unbalanced team numbers between
the NCCDL and NCLC, and each of you can help with the task by getting your date conflicts turned in quickly. Please send
your conflicts to any/all of Jason Kilts (jdkilts@yahoo.com), Dawn Hamilton (dbocc2009@gmail.com), and Maridy Knight
(maridy16@gmail.com). Include local tournaments, ADO regionals, ADO qualifiers, nationals weekends, world cup events,
league functions… whatever you have. We can make no guarantees, but we try to schedule around as many things as
possible to make life easier for our league members. We will use December 16th as a deadline for receipt of schedule
conflicts to be considered when selecting the dates for 2019. Thanks.

RESULTS FROM THE STATE MEETING THAT SET THE 2019 RULES/DIVISIONS
#1 - (for the NCDO) Maridy Knight has finally officially taken over the office of NCDO Secretary. Nancy Coley finally decided
that it was time to (VERY deservedly) take back a bit of her free time for herself. Knight is handling the Secretary (and
Treasurer, because they're sort of one position) as of… right now! Her email address is in the item above…
#2 - the NCLC (North Carolina Ladies' Cup) voted in favor of the proposal (made my me!) that the tournaments should be only
three teams per division, with the two division winners getting a bye into the semifinals. Depending on location of the tournament,
that decision could save a team or two a night of hotel need, and it decreases the requirement to host the tournament from four
sets of boards for the quarterfinals down to just two. MUCH easier to coordinate that event. // // The NCCDL (this league)
did NOT vote in favor of the proposal, so we continue onward with 8 teams in our tournament (the vote was one more 'against'
than 'for' -- I think it was 6-5, but it might've been 7-6 or 5-4… can't remember exactly… regardless, it was a one vote difference).
#3 - the division style for 2019 will again switch back to the Mountain/Beach and Central divisions. The NCCDL will be separated
into divisions of: NCCDL Mountain/Beach (7 teams) = Asheville, Boone, Pineville, Charlotte, Jacksonville, Wilmington, Port City;
NCCDL Central (6 teams) = Lake Norman, Piedmont, Chapel Hill, Durham, Raleigh, Capital Area. One additional intradivisional
match will be added (bringing the match number up to 8 per team for the Central division, and to 7 for all but one Mountain/Beach
team [with the lone remaining odd Mountain/Beach team playing just the 6 interdivisional pairings]). -- -- -- The NCLC will operate
in a similar fashion, with the following divisions: NCLC Mountain/Beach (6 teams) = Asheville, Boone, Pineville, Charlotte,
Jacksonville, Wilmington; NCLC Central (6 teams) = Lake Norman, Piedmont, Chapel Hill, Fuquay-Varina, Apex, Capital Area.
Due to the fact that the NCLC divisions are of equal size and with an even number of teams, the one intradivisional match for each
team will simply bring the total number of matches to 7 for all teams in both divisions.
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